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We asked Brunel students what
they liked about the way their
lecturers were using Blackboard
Learn.
We received over 450 responses!
Here’s what they said…..

Blackboard-Related student
nominations
Areas of Nomination

Tools - Blog
1%

Content - Specific exam
help (e.g. Past papers)
2%

Tools - Online
Tools - Peer Assessments
Submissions, Marks and
2%
Feedback
2%

Tools - Groups /
Discussion Boards
3%
Tools - Quizzes / Self Tests
3%

Course Menu & Folder
Structure - Easy to
navigate / Clear Layout
25%

Content - multimedia Video / Lecture
Recordings / Podcasts
4%
Communication Announcements / regular
communication / Twitter
Feed
4%

Content - Clear to follow
/ detailed notes
19%

Content - Range of
resources /
comprehensive resources
/ extra resources
18%

Content - Uploaded in
advance
5%
Content - Updated
regularly / up to date
12%

Key Findings – sources of nominations
• 25% of (1 in 4) votes was for well structured
course .e.g. finding things easily

• 19% of votes (about 1 in 5) was for clear
notes and detailed guidance

• 18% of votes (about 1 in 6) of votes related to
having a comprehensive range of content,
resources and extra readings

Key Findings – other sources of
nominations
• 12% of votes were for having up to date content
(lectures notes and other content uploaded /
updated weekly)
• 5% of votes related to content being uploaded to
Blackboard in advance of lecture
The remaining 21% of nominations included the
following types of content:
• 4% Multi-media (video, audio, lecture recordings)
• 4 % regular communication (Announcements)
• Discussions (3%), Self Tests (3%), Peer Assessments
(2%), Online Submission and Feedback (2%) and a
Blog (1%)

Examples of Course Content that generated a
student nomination
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Ease of Navigation
Up-to-date and Well-Labelled Content
Welcome Note
Announcements
Comprehensive Course Content
Collaboration – Group work on Blackboard
Online Submission and Receiving Marks on Blackboard
Panopto Lecture Recordings
Formative Quiz
Discussion Board

1. Ease of Navigation
Student Quotes
“Everything is clearly marked. The content is easy to find and navigate through.”
“Well organised and good use of most of Blackboard’s features, it is clearly laid out
and is full of very useful information. Learning material is easy to find and use.”
“The content is easy to find and navigate through. Everything is properly
organised.”

Example

How do I do it?
1. Ease of Navigation
1. Create a clear course menu structure, e.g. a
collection of content folders that are
intuitive to navigate (e.g. put Lecture notes
in a ‘Lecture Notes’ folder, assignments in
an ‘Assignments’ folder)

2. Use ‘dividers’ to break up the menu
3. Provide students with an explanation of
what is stored where and when, at the start
of the course

2. Up to date & well-labelled Content
Student Quote
“This course in fundamentally very complex and holds a lot of content. The
supervisor for this module has without fail kept Blackboard Learn up to date
and in order. Well organised on Blackboard Learn, supplementary material
properly labelled, no outstanding seminar answers (always updated and
accurate), timely access. Information available prior to the lecture. Overall,
by far the tutor is outstanding at organisation and teaching and very punctual
with Blackboard!”

Example

How do I do it?
2. Up to date & well-labelled Content
1.

Upload content in a timely manner (i.e. in the same week as the lecture,
and ideally in advance). Set calendar reminders to prompt you if you are
likely to forget. Consider using ‘adaptive release’ rules to automatically
release pre-prepared content at a later date.

2.

Ask students about where and when they expect to find things, and
manage their expectations if necessary.

3.

Try to be consistent and keep in convention with other modules in your
department / level in regards to labelling and structuring content. E.g.
‘Lecture Notes’ folder will contain Week 1 to Week 14 folders with all
resources / relevant to each week appearing in each respective weekly
folder.

Do it well - agree structuring and
naming conventions between
other staff teaching in the same
subject area and level.

3. Welcome Note
Student Feedback
A ‘welcome note’ or overview such as a quick description of the resources
available was found to be very useful on the entry page of the module. This
could also be sent as an Announcement.

Example

How do I do it?
3. Welcome Note
1.
2.

Create an ‘Item’ on the first content area available
to students.
Name it ‘Welcome’ and in the description put a
note of what students can expect in the
Blackboard pages for this module.

Do it really well – record a ‘talking head’
video that explains what the module will
cover, what students can expect and how to
make the most of the module resources on
Blackboard. Keen students will access this
before the first lecture so will give them a way
to find out who you are and find out about the
module before the first lecture.

4. Announcements
Student Quote

“There was also weekly announcements about preparing for the next week's
lectures. This made things a little easier and meant we were well informed
through another medium as well as email”

Example

How do I do it?
4. Announcements
1. Go to the Control Panel > Course Tools > Announcements
2. Create Announcement
3. Spell check and Send

Do it really well - Use date / adaptive release ‘rules’ to set announcements to
send automatically at a later date.

E.g. set up weekly content folders, then set up multiple announcements relating to
each one for each week explaining what coming up for next weeks lecture and
what resources are available.

5. Comprehensive Course Content
Student Quote
“It was the most well run module... Notes are clear, tutorial sheets are available,
and lectures were the most useful.”
“ Very helpful when it comes to uploading everything onto Blackboard! Literally
provides you with everything you need in order to gain the best grade possible.
(The rest is up to me).
“[Tutor’s] Blackboard module is very comprehensive and you can see that he has
spent time developing the content.”
“Having the material on Blackboard means there need not be holes in our own
notes”

Example

How do I do it?
5. Comprehensive Course Content
Add a range of content that suits a range of learning styles
E.g.use are variety of content such as:
• Lecture Notes / PowerPoint slides
• Send regular announcements
• Provide a range or readings on the module Reading List
• Panopto (Lecture Capture) videos (lecture notes with audio)
• Videos
• Discussion Boards
• Group work
• Set Tasks
• Quizzes / Self-Tests
• Podcasts / audio files
• Links to wider readings and other resources like Blogs

6. Collaboration / Group work
Student Quotes
“It was fun to work in a group, it also helped me to understand how other people
work/think, and how to deal with them. it gives you a lot of experience and its a
change from all other courses, you get to take things in to your own hands”

“This module made good use of BBL by allowing group members to engage in our
private group homepage. It also allowed every member to view the submitted
projects and great feedback we received from the module leader. ”

“I believe this module has been very beneficial to my learning; by having the

opportunity to work together with others, I was able to grow as an individual. It
also allowed me to enhance my people skills early on so that I can work better
next year.”

Example

How do I do it?
6. Collaboration / Group work
Go to Control Panel > Users and Groups > Groups
• Provide opportunities for group-based activities and
discussions
• Set group-based assessments
• Create Groups and add students to groups
• Provide access to group tools

7. Online Submission and receiving
marks on Blackboard

Student Quote
“Handing in assignments online was easy and just intuitive. The way we received
our grades as well was a lot nicer. [The tutor] delivered the grades using the
Blackboard interface (the tab in the menu that was designed for grades). That way
you could only see your grade and couldn’t see others which is great for privacy.
Other lecturers just sent an Excel sheet that had everyone’s grades on it.”

Example

How do I do it?
7. Online Submission
1. Build Assignments into a dedicated Assignment
content area
2. Go to Assessment > Assignments to create one.
3. Give it a suitable Name and add key instructions to
the Description
4. Add Points Possible (100) and a Due Date
5. Click Submit

How do I do it?
7. Marking Online
• Access submissions individually via
Control Panel > Grade Centre > Needs
marking
• Download submissions in bulk from the
Grade Centre column associated each the
assignment.
• Add Grades and Feedback to each user
(onscreen or via Excel upload) in the
Grade Centre
• Add a My Grades link so students can find
their marks and feedback

8. Panopto Lecture Recordings
Student Quote
“The tutor submits very good slides onto Blackboard Learn and he is the only
lectures for our course video recording every single lecture and making it
available! This helps a lot with revision as the slides on its own might not be
enough the recording helps beyond”

“recordings of the lectures makes it easier when revisiting the topics for
revision.”
“the lecturer has recordings of the lecture which I can revisit even when I miss
lectures.”

Example

How do I do it?
8. Panopto Lecture Recordings
1. Speak to the Media Services team about
setting up the lecture capture system to
record your lectures automatically.
2. Once lectures are recorded a folder is set up
so that you can add videos to Blackboard
very simply.

9. Formative Quizzes (Self Tests)
Student Quote
“I must say the quizzes are 1st class, which correspond extremely well to the
learning material covered during the lectures series. If an answer is wrong, it
gives you real time feedback after the test which really helps you understand
what you need to improve upon”
“[I really liked the] use of Blackboard to create quizzes that would unlock
next weeks content once a specific mark is reached.”

Example

How do I do it?
9. Formative Quizzes (Self Tests)
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Go to Control Panel > Course Tools > Tests,
Surveys and Pools
Design sets of questions, perhaps that relate
to respective weeks of study.
Input questions to the Test tool in
Blackboard
Create a series of re-useable self-tests
Release tests each week or for Exam
Practice

10. Discussion Board
Student Quote
“I really like the anonymous discussion board which he has added to his
module. It encourages all students to have no excuse, but to ask questions
and engage with the learning material.”

Example

How do I do it?
10. Discussion Board
1.
2.
3.
4.

Go to Control Panel > Course Tools > Discussion Board
Create separate Forums for separate requirements (e.g. FAQ forum
may have an anonymous settings, or you may want to allow
students to create their own threads for student-led discussions.)
Create Threads with some informal ‘Ice breaking’ activities to get
students familiar with the interface
Encourage students to use the discussion board forums

